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HF77 – The bill proposes some changes on the limitations of the current “school permit” 
restrictions.  It is suggesting to add in the license holder being able to travel to a location 
other than a school to access internet in order to participate in remote learning (no more 
than 10 miles from residence), the license holder be allowed to drive to their place of 
employment (no more than 15 miles) and also proposed removing the requirement to 
submit a certificate of need if the driver lives less than 1 mile from the school.

HF198 – This bill is a successor to HSB 63 which has passed out of subcommittee.  It states 
that a person committing an assault with a laser emitting visible light beam with intent to 
cause pain or injury to another will be guilty of a simple misdemeanor, aggravated 
misdemeanor, serious misdemeanor, class “D” felony or a class “C” felony depending up on 
the circumstances of the offense.  

HF411 – This bill references a lot of existing code sections, and refers to defining how to 
safely pass/overtake a bicyclist.  It defines associated fines for vehicle drivers and also goes 
on to state that from sunset to sunrise, a bicycle must be equipped with a lamp on the 
front exhibiting a steady or flashing white light visible from a distance of at least 300 feet to 
the front, and every bicycle or bicycle rider must be equipped with a lamp exhibiting a 
steady or flashing red light visible from a distance of 300 feet to the rear.
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This data was provided on February 17, so the February 2021 numbers are not complete as 
of the release date of this Power Point.  Speed continues to be a major issue on our 
roadways and our law enforcement partners are on board working to curb the issue – that 
is clearly noted on our partners’ monthly activity reports where speed citations are part of 
the documentation provided.  The Fatality Reduction Task Force also has this issue on their 
radar and intends to implement a statewide enforcement project on this issue. 
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If you are not currently following them, I encourage you to do so, both personally and 
professionally (if you are responsible for social media in any way).  The information 
provided on this page is very diverse yet applicable to all motorists.  It is great awareness 
and reminder information for all drivers. 
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I am excited to share the broad recommendations that the Fatality Reduction Task Force 
has established to date.  

1. Four data driven enforcement dates have been selected for statewide law enforcement 
participation: the next slide will go into more detail.
2. Roll out the new media campaign and new tagline that has been created by the task 
force to change dangerous driver behavior: Drive Safe Iowa – The Power is in Your Hands –
last month I shared a couple of those graphics with you (Impaired and Occupant 
Protection)
3.  Implement Work Zone initiatives including: Testing of more durable roadway 
markings, Supply online training, Creation of a “Go Team” to review work zone crashes

4.  Support legislation that would help reduce traffic injuries and fatalities: Hands Free, All 
position seat belt use, Other

5.  Partner with statewide safety advocates to review and enhance current traffic safety 
practices: Collaborate with MDST’s across Iowa, Review Iowa’s Driver Education core 
curriculum, Seek new youth programs such as the S.A.F.E Program (program out of Kansas 
that is peer run, peer-to-peer, occupant protection focuses program – Seatbelts Are For 
Everyone.
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The Enforcement subcommittee of the Fatality Reduction Task Force has been successful in 
identifying four statewide special enforcement projects for 2021.  The first one is being 
conducted in conjunction with St. Patrick’s Day.  St. Patrick’s Day has been one of the 
deadliest days of the year over the past 10 years.  A special duty log has been created and 
is what will be utilized by law enforcement partners during these special project times.  The 
remaining three project dates are June 9-12, September 16 and October 2-4, each with a 
specific traffic safety focus.
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It is super easy to check your vehicle for recalls!
Step 1: Take a picture of or write down your VIN (located in bottom of windshield, on 
vehicle registration)
Step 2: Jump on this website and enter your VIN into the box and get the all clear or 
information on any existing recalls on your vehicle.  The search includes vehicles in the past 
15 calendar years!

Vehicle recall repairs are FREE!  Be especially mindful of periodically checking into this if 
you are not the original owner of your vehicle – as any mailed notifications will be sent to 
the original owner.

It is important to note that this website will NOT reflect if your vehicle has already had the 
recall repaired.  There also may be a delay with very recently announced safety recalls for 
which not all VINS have been identified.  VINs are added continuously, so please check 
regularly.  At a minimum, maybe add checking vehicle recalls with changing your clocks at 
daylight savings time. 
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Our Older Driver Program Coordinator position at GTSB has been filled by Amanda Woods.  
Amanda comes to us as a Certified Car Fit Technician and intends to revive the Senior 
Driver programming here.  Stay tuned as this develops and community opportunities 
become available.
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March makes many people think of March Madness…………so, here is a March Madness pop 
quiz question 

Answer:  UCLA has the most NCAA men’s basketball national championships with 11, 
including a stretch of seven titles in a row between 1967 and 1973!
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